This paper aims at effective use of training data by extracting sentences from large generaldomain corpora to adapt statistical machine translation systems to domain-specific data. We regard this task as a problem of filtering training sentences with respect to the target domain 1 via different similarity metrics. Thus, we give new insights into when data selection model can best benefit the in-domain translation. Based on the investigation of the state-ofthe-art similarity metrics, we propose edit distance as a new data selection criterion for this topic. To evaluate this proposal, we compare it with other methods on a large dataset. Comparative experiments are conducted on Chinese-English travel dialog domain and the results indicate that the proposed approach achieves a significant improvement over the baseline system (+4.36 BLEU) as well as the best rival model (+1.23 BLEU) using a much smaller training subset. This study may have a significant impact on mining very large corpora in a computationally-limited environment.
Introduction
A well-known problem of statistical machine translation (SMT) (Brown et al., 1993) is that the data-driven system is not guaranteed to perform optimally if the data for training and testing are not identically distributed. Domain adaptation for SMT has been explored at different component 1 It could be modeled by an in-domain corpus or text to be translated. levels: word level, phrase level, sentence level and model level. For example mining unknown words from comparable corpora (Daume III and Jagarlamudi, 2011) , weighted phrase extraction (Mansour and Ney, 2012) , mixing multiple models (Civera and Juan, 2007; Foster and Kuhn, 2007; Eidelman et al., 2012) , etc. Recently, data selection as a simple and effective way for this special task has attracted attention.
Under the assumption that there exists a large general-domain corpus (general corpus) including sufficient domains, the task of data selection is to translate a domain-specific text using the optimized translation model (TM) or language model (LM) trained by less but more suitable data retrieved from the general corpus. To state it formally, R is an abstract model of target domain and sG is a sentence or a sentences pair in the general corpus G. The score of each sG is given by ( )
Score s Sim s R 
(1) which means if we could find a better function to measure the similarity between sG and R, G could be replaced by a new sub-corpus Gsub for training a domain-specific SMT system. We focus on two data selection criteria that have been explored for domain adaptation. One comes from the realm of information retrieval (IR), which is defined as the cosine of the angle between two vectors based on term frequencyinverse document frequency (TF-IDF). Hildebrand et al. (2005) showed that it is possible to apply this standard IR technique for both TM adaptation and LM adaptation. It is also similar to the offline data optimization approach proposed by Lü et al. (2007) , who re-sample and re-weight sentences in general corpus, achieving an improvement of about 1 BLEU point over the baseline system. This simple co-occurrence based matching only considers keywords overlap, which may result in weakness in filtering irrelevant data. Thus, it needs a large size of the selected subset (more than 50% of general corpus) to obtain an ideal performance. The other data selection criterion is a perplexity-based model which can be found in the field of language modeling. This has been explored by Gao et al. (2002) and more recently by Moore and Lewis (2010), who used cross-entropy to score text segments according to an additional in-domain LM. Axelrod et al. (2011) employed these perplexity-based variants for SMT adaptation and showed that the fast and simple technique allows to discard over 99% of the general corpus resulting in an increase of 1.8 BLEU points. By considering not only the distribution of terms but also the collocation, perplexity-based metrics perform better than the IR techniques in general.
We show that constraint factors in similarity measuring such as word overlap and word order may have a major impact on the quality of selected data as well as the translation quality. The stricter selection criteria may have stronger ability in filtering noises, resulting in a better domain-specific translation. Edit distance is much stricter than the former two criteria. The factors of words overlap, order and position are all comprehensively considered. This distance able to retrieve more similar sentences from the general corpus. Actually, edit distance has been widely used for example-based MT (EBMT) (Leveling et al., 2012) and convergence of translation memory (TM) and SMT (Koehn and Senellart, 2010) , but it was not previously applied to this topic. This proposal is under the assumption that the general corpus is large and broad enough to cover highly similar sentences with respect to the target domain. We compared it with the baseline and other two state-of-the-art methods on a large Chinese-English general corpus. Using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) as an evaluation metric, we obtained a significant improvements over the baseline system and the best of other methods. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related models for data selection. The resources and configurations of experiments for are detailed in Section 3. Finally, we compare and discuss the results in Section 4 followed by a conclusion to end the paper.
Model Description
This section will briefly describe the three data selection models to be considered: standard IR model, perplexity based model and the proposed model.
IR Model
Each document Di is represented as a vector (wi1, wi2,…, win), and n is the size of the vocabulary. So wij is calculated as follows:
where tfij is term frequency (TF) of the j-th word in the vocabulary in the document Di, and idfj is the inverse document frequency (IDF) of the j-th word calculated. The similarity between two documents is then defined as the cosine of the angle between two vectors.
In practice, we only use the sentences in the source language for indexing and query generation. Each sentence in the general corpus is indexed as one document by Apache Lucene 2 . Every sentence without the stop words from the reference set is used as one separate query. As in (Hildebrand et al. 2005) , we allow duplicated sentences during the selection which is similar with. All retrieved sentences with their corresponding target translations are ranked according to their similarity scores.
Perplexity-Based Model
The perplexity of a string s with empirical ngram distribution p given a language model q is:
2 2
in which H(p, q) is the cross-entropy between p and q. Selecting segments based on a perplexity threshold is equivalent to selecting based on a cross-entropy threshold, which is more often used for this task (Moore and Lewis, 2010; Axelrod et al., 2011) . Supposed that HI(s) and HO(s) are the cross-entropy of a string s according to an in-domain language model LMI and non-indomain LMG respectively trained on in-domain data set I and a partition of general-domain data set G. Considering both source (src) and target (tar) side of parallel training data, there are three variants. The first is basic cross-entropy given by:
and the second is cross-entropy difference (Moore and Lewis, 2010):
which tries to select the sentences that are more similar to the target domain but different to others in general corpus. The third one is to sum the cross-entropy difference over both source and target side of the corpus: 
The third variant has been is proven to achieve the best result among the three cross-entropy variants (Axelrod et al., 2011) .
Edit-Distance-Based Model
Given a sentence sG from a general corpus and a sentence sR from the test set or in-domain corpus, the edit distance for these two sequences is defined as the minimum number of edits, i.e. symbol insertions, deletions and substitutions, for transforming sG into sR. There are several different implementations of the edit-distance-based retrieval model. We used the normalized Levenshtein similarity score (fuzzy matching score, FMS) proposed by Koehn and Senellart (2010): ( , ) 1 ( , )
in which LEDword is a distance function and |s| is the number of tokens of sentence s. In this study, we employed a word-based Levenshtein edit distance function instead of additionally using a letter-based one. If the score of a sentence exceeds a threshold, we will further penalize it according to space and punctuations edit differences.
Experimental Setup

Corpora
Two corpora are needed for the domain adaptation task. In practice, we followed the experiments conducted by Lü et al. (2007) and Hildebrand et al. (2005) , where the test set was used to select indomain data from general corpus. The only difference is that an additional in-domain corpus is employed to build the LM for perplexity-based retrieval (Moore and Lewis, 2010; Axelrod et al., 2011) .
System Description
The experiments presented in this paper are carried out with the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) , a state-of-the-art open-source phrasebased SMT system. The translation and the reordering model relied on "grow-diag-final" symmetrized word-to-word alignments built using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) and the training script of Moses. A 5-gram language model was trained on the target side of the training parallel corpus using the IRSTLM toolkit (Federico et al., 2008) , exploiting improved Modified Kneser-Ney smoothing, and quantizing both probabilities and back-off weights.
Baseline System
The baseline system was trained on the general corpus with toolkits and settings as described above. The baseline BLEU is 29.34 points. This low value is occurred by the fact that he general corpus does not consist of enough sentences on the travel domain and has a lot of out-of-domain data, which can be regarded as noise for this task.
Results and Discussions
A number of experiments have been conducted to investigate five data selection methods: standard IR (IR), source-side cross-entropy (CE), source-side cross-entropy difference (CED), bilingual cross-entropy difference (B-CED) and the fuzzy matching (FMSours) methods. Supposed that M is the size of the test set or in-domain corpus and N is the number of sentences retrieved from the general corpus according to each query. Thus, the size of the subset we selected is M×N.
We investigate each method in a step of 2x starting from 0.25% of the general corpus (0.29%, 0.52%, 1.00%, 2.30%, 4.25% and 12.5%) where K% means K percentage of general corpus are selected as a subset.
Firstly, we evaluated IR which improves by at most 1.03 BLEU points when using 4.25% of the general corpus as shown in Fig. 1 . Then the performance begins to drop when the size is more than 4.25%. This shows that keyword overlap plays a significant role in retrieving sentences in a similar domain. However, it still needs a large amount of selected data to obtain an ideal performance due to its weakness in filtering noise. Secondly, we compared three perplexity-based methods. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , all of them were able to significantly outperform the baseline system using only 1% of the entire training data. The size threshold is much smaller than the one of IR when obtaining the equivalent performance. Moreover, the curve drops slowly and is always over the baseline. This shows a better ability of filtering noises. Among the perplexitybased variants, the B-CED works best, which is similar to the conclusion drawn by Axelrod et al. (2011) . It proves that bilingual resources are helpful to balance OOVs and noises. Next we will use B-CED to stand for perplexity-based methods and compare with other selection criteria.
Finally, we evaluated FMS and compared it with IR, B-CED and the baseline system, which are shown in Fig. 3 . FMS seems to give an outstanding performance on most size thresholds. It always outperforms B-CED over at least 1 point under the same settings. Even using only 0.29% data, the BLEU is still higher than baseline over 0.66 points. In addition, FMS is able to conduct a better in-domain SMT system using less data than other selection methods. This indicates that it is stronger to filter noises and keep in-domain data when considering more constrain factors for similarity measuring. To give a better numerical comparison, Table  2 lists the best result of each method. As expected, FMS could use the smallest data (0.52%) to achieve the best performance. It outperforms the baseline system trained on the entire dataset over 4.36 BLEU points and B-CED over 1.23 points.
Conclusions
In this paper, we regard data selection as a problem of scoring the sentences in a general corpus via different similarity metrics. After revisiting the state-of-the-art data selection methods for SMT adaptation, we propose edit distance as a new selection criterion for this topic. In order to evaluate the proposed method, we compare it with four other related methods on a large data set. The methods we implemented are standard information retrieval model, source-side crossentropy, source-side cross-entropy difference, bilingual cross-entropy difference as well as a baseline system. We can analyze the results from two different aspects:
Translation Quality: The results show a significant performance of the proposed method with increasing 4.36 BLEU points than the baseline system. And it also outperforms other four methods over 1-3 points.
Filtering Noises: Fuzzy matching could discard about 99.5% data of the general corpus without reducing translation quality. However, other methods will drop their performance when using the same size of data. The proposed metric has a very strong ability to filter noises in general corpus.
Finally, we can draw a composite conclusion that edit distance is a more suitable similarly model for SMT domain adaptation.
